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the oscar winner is by turns a sad comedy, an amusing musical, and a heartbreaking drama. it stars
dominggol cunanan (great name huh), the actor who was famous for playing the role of tahu, one of
the most memorable kasturis in philippine folklore. in this translation, his character is the one who

reveals the true identity of his girlfriend, and has his troubled memory wiped clean. the movie
follows cunanan and his eccentric band of friends as they continue to play practical jokes, write

poetry, and perform a marionette show. for every dirty joke told, a thousand people are inspired by
this film to break away from their dull and lonely lives in the country. "makapagtulungan," as the
main character calls himself, is hailed as a hero. there is an abundance of raindrops falling on the

small town, as if to symbolize what is happening in the minds of the people. in a key scene, people
gather around a television screen to watch the oscar ceremony. the mood becomes completely

overwhelming, and the film is a perfect illustration of what life can be like when the country changes.
(someday we should allow ourselves to laugh at the way we were once praised.) i welcome the idea

of interconnectivity. i’m into new ways of viewing things, like the idea of video gaming. i’m much
more into movies that are on the side, like video games. to me it’s much more fascinating than

watching a film, and i can control the characters. by doing that, i think i can make a better film. this
film is the love child of the director and his actress wife. they were involved in the early days of

commercial cinema, and met in l.a. during a time when movies did not really reach people with the
same kind of force as they do today, both of them are still going strong. it was originally written by

the director's wife (who also wrote the original musical score), but then they decided to use the
music from the superstar phil collins.
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before i forget, this is the
last installment of the full-
length released movies by

nora aunor. she was a
different, sexier and nastier
version of vilma santos, a
woman who i have now

come to love to hate. this
new nora is more like the

sexy cougar of recent times.
think of her like the bad girl
of the pre-1960s, wearing a

lot less make-up and
sporting a sexy haircut. like
santos, aunor was written
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out of the tv version of the
film for being too sexy and

too american. early on,
rumor had it that the male

lead, manoj parekh, who has
a proven track record for

portraying sex symbols, was
turning his back on the role
and that nora aunor was set
to portray it instead. he is a

husband and father, and
always portrayed characters

who fit this mold to the
letter. i expect that was the
case, but sadly, thats not at
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all what happened. he was
indeed too busy with his
family to play a star, and

nora never did try to step up
to the plate and fill his role.
now, the role was handed to

christopher de leon, who
had to shave his head in

preparation. so, its
understandable that he

looked a little too
effeminate. this was the film
that led to her hailing as the
queen of philippine cinema,
but it wasnt exactly a film
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you would choose to watch.
its a suspenseful love story,
but the script is boring and
the production values are
amateurish. it opened on

january 2, 1994. i can write
a great review about the

film, but i prefer to keep it
to the internet, because this
version wasnt the best. for

those who watch the tv
series, there isnt much of

substance lost. for the
global viewing public, the

movie doesnt really deliver.
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instead, i reserve my
praises for the tv series. so
with that in mind, here are
some of the highlights of

both: 5ec8ef588b
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